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Matters Arising from the Minutes of the June 2, BOR Meeting 
Judy Taguiwalo, Faculty Regent 

 

 

E. Large class size 

 

1. I  want to clarify the statement of President Roman (on p.170, Minutes of June 

2 meeting) that “the Faculty Regent is railroading the issue by bringing this 

directly to the Board of  Regents. “  

2. I would like to request that the complete text of my June 2 Motion on the 

Large Class Issue in UPLB be incorporated in the minutes. The motion 

contains a chronology from January 4, 2010 up to March 9, 2010. I have also 

attached the May 25, 2010 letter of Prof. Teodoro Mendoza sharing his 

account of what happened in the last University Council meeting of UPLB 

(prior to the May 27 BOR meeting). After my January 17, 2010  consultation 

with UPLB faculty members who had questions on the large class policy of 

UPLB, I immediately relayed this concern to President Roman and she 

responded on January 18. After another meeting with a number of UPLB 

faculty on this issue last February 11, I immediately conveyed to President 

Roman their request to have a meeting with her which was held on February 

16. The rest of the chronology details the various exchanges between some UP 

faculty members and the UPLB Chancellor.  

3. The letter of Prof. Mendoza on May 25 states that he and another UPLB 

professor raised the issue of the large class policy in the University Council 

meeting. While they managed to raise several questions, there was no 

deliberation in the University Council as the Chancellor allegedly immediately 

adjourned the meeting.  

4. Given the above chronology, I cannot accept the statement of the President 

that I have railroaded the issue by bringing this directly to the Board of 

Regents. 

5. The main question raised by the full scale adoption and implementation of the 

large class policy for All RGEP and Foundation courses of UPLB is which 

body has the mandate to approve such policy. The adoption was made on the 

basis of the decision of the Executive Committee of the UPLB and is now 

being implemented without going through the University Council. Does this 

not violate University Rules? Can this be considered as precedent which other 

CUs can adopt in institutionalizing the large class policy for ALL RGEP 

courses? 

6. I would like to reiterate the concerns raised in my June 2 motion: 

 

The large class policy is not merely an administrative matter, it is very 

much an academic matter infringing on academic freedom of the faculty of 

the different  units on how to teach a particular course as well as involving 

questions on the quality of instruction. At the very least, the University 

Council should be involved in discussing the ramifications of the large 

class policy for ALL RGEP, foundation and legislated courses. The 

notation of the VP for Academic Affairs based on her own thinking and 

the experience of her Institute, which is part of the College of Science, 

cannot replace the deliberations of this policy by the council of professors 

of all departments and units of UPLB.  
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The large class policy is also covered by Chapter 41 of  the University 

Code and particularly Article 316 which enumerates English and Spanish 

courses as exempted from the provisions specifying the range in the 

number of students required for classes.  

The results of the pilot testing are mixed with student evaluation of large 

classes indicating more than half would not recommend large classes and 

only 16% would do so. 

There has been strong opposition from students and faculty especially 

from the College of Arts and Sciences with the demand that particular 

courses be exempted from the implementation of the policy. 

 

At least five faculty members have not been renewed as a result of this 

policy in spite of President Roman’s position that “The non renewal of 

appointment of faculty members will only consider performance and not 

the result of the implementation of large classes”.  

 

 7. Finally, I would like to respond to the statement of Chancellor Velasco 

contained in the minutes regarding my behavior as a Faculty Regent. As the 

chronology I have presented has shown, I raised the concerns of the UPLB faculty to 

the UP President twice who in turn, as best as I can recall, relayed the matter to the 

Chancellor.  I have also included in the chronology the various memoranda coming 

from the UPLB Chancellor and his responses to the issues raised by sectors opposed 

to the policy. I do not believe that I have violated any protocol by not directly 

speaking to him about this matter. 


